Abstract-This paper is concerned with the analysis of the observability of the discrete event systems (DES) modeled by interpreted Petri nets (IPN). This paper presents three major contributions on the field of the observability of DES. First, an observability definition for IPN is proposed. This definition is more precise than previous ones because it deals with the possibility of determining the system's initial state, using the knowledge of the system's inputs, outputs, and structure. Later, a novel characterization of the IPN exhibiting the observability property that is based on the IPN structure is presented. Finally, a method for designing asymptotic observers is discussed. The main advantage over other methods is that the observer presented herein is given as an IPN, allowing further analysis of the system-observer pair.
I. INTRODUCTION
O BSERVABILITY [1] is an important property of dynamic systems that allows, through an entity called observer, estimating states that cannot be measured. In discrete event systems (DES) literature, observers are used to implement supervisory control [2] , [3] , as well as to introduce some redundancy in fault tolerant systems [4] - [6] . They can also be used to reduce the network load in a distributed control system, since only a minimal amount of information needs to be transmitted through the network.
The observability problem in DES was first addressed using finite automata (FA) as a description formalism. In [7] , observability using the formal languages point of view is defined. In [8] , a technique to build observers allowing state ambiguities is proposed. This approach allows determining the state of the system at some event intervals (resilient observer). In [9] - [13] , some techniques to control FA when only partial observation of the language accepted by the FA is available have been proposed. Although the FA is suitable for describing DES, its application is limited to small-size systems, since the models explicitly take into account all possible system states, resulting in quite large models when the size of the system grows, and its behavior is complex.
In order to cope with the state explosion problem, research groups throughout the world are increasingly adopting Petri nets (PN) as a modeling formalism for DES. PNs provide a clearer graphical description and simple and sound mathematical support, allowing representing causal relationships, process syn- chronization, resource allocation, and concurrence, inherent to DES behavior [14] , [15] . One of the earliest reported works on observability using PN is [16] . In that paper, Ichikawa and Hiraishi present an algorithm to compute a set of possible initial markings; it is based on the analysis of the incidence matrix. They first compute the fired transition sequence, and then, they determine the possible set of initial markings.
More recently, Giua addressed the problem of computing the initial marking when the firing transition sequence is fully known [2] . Based on this assumption, an algorithm to determine the initial marking of a PN when a macro marking law is known, as well as an observability definition, were proposed. This definition, however, does not take advantage of the system's output information, thus, many observable PNs are not characterized by this definition.
In this context, Aguirre et al. [17] proposed a PN-based observer to determine the initial marking of a PN as well as a new observability definition. They argue that since both the system and the observer are represented by PN, then all structural analysis techniques of PN can be used to determine liveness, boundedness, deadlock-freeness, etc. of the system-observer pair. The observability definition, however, does not exploit the system's output information, and the observer is restricted to the binary case.
An extension to the previous paper was presented in [18] . In that paper, Ramírez et al. address the problem of computing the initial marking of a binary PN when only partial information of the fired transition sequence is available. In that case, both the observability definition and the PN observer take into account the system's output information.
Herein, interpreted Petri nets (IPN) are used to represent DES. IPN is an extension of PN that allows representing the output signals generated when a marking is reached, and the input signals associated with transitions that are controllable. These signals are useful to infer the initial marking of the net. Based on this modeling tool, this work presents three major contributions on the field of DES observability.
The first one is an observability definition for IPN that takes advantage of the system's input and output information. It also includes structural information of the IPN; for example, it uses the net structure and the conservative marking laws. With the new information, this definition can be used for bounded IPN, and when not all transitions are controllable, extending previous definitions.
Based on the definition of observability herein presented, the second contribution is a novel characterization of the IPN exhibiting this property. It is based on event-detectability and marking-detectability properties. Herein, we prove that the first one is a structural property, and that the second one depends on the synchronic distance between transitions. Fortunately, marking detectability is an structural property for the free-choice IPN subclass. We think, however, that the marking-detectability property is a structural property for a larger subclass of IPN.
Finally, the last contribution of this paper is a method for the design of asymptotic observers for event-and marking-detectable IPN. The observer is a PN devoted to compute the actual marking of the system, after the firing of transitions.
This paper results as an extension to previous ones because several hypothesis are relaxed, like the binarity of IPN and the fact that all transitions must be controllable.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly presents the IPN definition and how to use IPN to model a DES. In Section III, the concept of event detectability is presented. It also presents a result showing that the verification of this property for a given IPN is performed using structural information. In Section IV, the concept of marking detectability is introduced. Section V defines the observability in IPN terms; a theorem for determining when an IPN is observable is presented. In Section VI, a method to design asymptotic observers is presented, and an illustrative example is included. Finally, concluding remarks are given.
II. INTERPRETED PETRI NETS
This section presents the basic concepts and notation of PN and introduces the definition of IPN used in this paper. A good PN survey is presented in [14] , and for details about marked graphs, state machines, and free-choice PN, an interested reader can see [19] . A place is said to be measurable if the th column vector of is not null (i.e.,
). Otherwise, it is nonmeasurable.
A transition is said to be measurable if . Otherwise, it is nonmeasurable.
In this paper, the measurable places of an IPN are depicted as clear circles, the nonmeasurable ones as dark circles, the measurable transitions as clear bars, and the nonmeasurable ones as dark bars.
Let be a firing transition sequence. The Parikh vector of maps every transition of (the transitions of the net) to the number of occurrences of in . The Parikh vector is decomposed as follows:
, where if is measurable otherwise (1) if is nonmeasurable otherwise.
(2) Using and vectors, the state equation of an IPN can be rewritten as (3) with . . . where is formed by the columns of the measurable transitions, and is formed by the columns of the nonmeasurable transitions. This paper assumes that just one transition is fired at a time.
Example 7: Consider the producer-consumer scheme depicted in Fig. 1 . The model consists of: a) the producer unit (PU); b) the consumer unit (CU); and c) a buffer of four positions. The behavior of this system is the following: first the PU creates a product and, if the buffer has a free position, then the PU delivers a product into a free buffer position, and this position is labeled as occupied. If there exists a product stored in the buffer, the CU retrieves the product from the buffer, and the respective position of the buffer is labeled as free.
The PU emits a signal to indicate the fact that it is waiting for an empty position in the buffer to deliver a product, and a signal when it delivers a product. Similarly, CU emits to indicate that it is waiting for an available product, and a signal when it retrieves a product. An IPN model of this system is depicted in Fig. 2 . The matrix for the IPN modeling the system is (4) In this model, places have the following meaning. 1) Places and represent empty and occupied positions in the buffer, respectively. 2) Places , , and describe the PU behavior. represents the PU waiting for an empty position in the buffer, represents the PU delivering a product into the buffer, and represents the PU making a new product. 3) Places , , and describe the CU behavior. represents the CU waiting for a product in the buffer, represents the CU retrieving a product from the buffer, and represents the CU consuming a product. The transitions have the following meaning. 4) Transitions and model the beginning of delivering and retrieving operations, respectively. 5) Transitions and represent the ending of delivering and retrieving operations, respectively. 6) Transitions and model the conclusion of production and consumption processes, respectively.
In this model, the input alphabet is because there are no input signals in the system. Then the function for this model is given as (i.e., all transitions are noncontrollable). The output alphabet is given by the set of output signals associated with places. Then , because signals and are, respectively, associated with places and . Then, the dimensions of matrix are given by and , being the number of output signals associated with places, and the total number of places in the IPN model. Thus, matrix is given as follows: (5) Now, signals and are associated with transitions and . Then, function is given by , , , , , and . According to definitions of , , and , only places and and transitions and are measurable and no transition is controllable.
From the system description, for any reachable marking, it holds as follows.
1) Any of the four positions of the buffer can be empty, occupied, being accessed for delivering or being accessed for retrieving. This fact is represented by the following equation:
2) The PU can be waiting, delivering, or producing a good and the CU can be waiting, removing, or consuming a good. These facts can be represented by the following equations:
The initial marking depicted in the IPN model represents that the buffer is full and remains in an idle state, the PU is producing, and the CU is ready to access the buffer.
III. EVENT DETECTABILITY IN IPN
In some IPN models, the firing transition sequence can be detected from the output of the IPN.
In this paper, an IPN classification according to the detectability of the transition firing sequences is proposed. When these sequences can be detected using only the output and the IPN structural information, the IPN will be called event detectable, otherwise it will be called nonevent detectable. 
and the firing of is confused with the firing of , then no sequence containing or is fully detected and is nonevent detectable.
If there exists a column such that , then (10) Since no marking change is detected, then the firing of cannot be detected. Thus, no sequence containing is fully detected and is nonevent detectable. Example 10: In the IPN of Example 7 the initial marking is and it is unknown. The firing of the enabled transition leads to the marking which is also unknown. Since the IPN is event detectable, then the firing of can be detected from the computation of the difference (11) and afterwards, searching the value of such that (12) In this case, . Note that event detectability allows computing any fired sequence. This property, however, is not sufficient to compute the initial marking of the IPN, since any fireable sequence $ can be fired from any marking , and both and $ are unknown. Thus, an additional property (addressed in the next section) must be verified in order to guarantee that can be computed. This paper does not address the case when several transitions are fired at the same time, then the sequence is a catenation of individual transition firings. In the case where several transitions are fired in parallel, [18, Th. 9] can be used to determine if an IPN is event detectable, but the computation of the sequence becomes more elaborated.
IV. MARKING DETECTABILITY IN IPN
Another property that is useful in the design of asymptotic observers is the marking detectability. In order to characterize an IPN exhibiting this property, we need to introduce the concepts of conservative marking laws [2] and synchronic distance [22] .
Definition 12: Let be an IPN and be any reachable marking of place in . The set of equations where , it holds that is an integer value, form a set of conservative marking laws when all nonmeasurable places of the net are contained in at least one equation (i.e., if is nonmeasurable, then such that ). The upper marking bound for a nonmeasurable place is defined as (note that is always defined). The use of is analogous to that of "macromarkings" in [2] . This set is determined by the knowledge of resources into the system, for instance, buffer and machine capacities, number of machines, number of workpieces, etc. Note that the number of machines is known, but the state of these machines (loading, unloading, etc.) could be unknown.
Definition 13: The synchronic distance of transition , with respect to transition in an IPN, is the maximum value of the difference between the number of firings of and , considering all possible firing sequences. This will be expressed as
The concept of synchronic distance is extended to a set of transitions in the following sense. If , are sets of transitions, then means the maximum value of the difference between the number of firings of transitions in and transitions in , considering all possible firing sequences.
The next theorem characterizes the IPN exhibiting the marking-detectable property. It is based on the assumption that the IPN fulfills properties like event detectability, cyclicness, liveness, and conditions on the synchronic distance. These properties depend on the initial marking of the net, which is unknown. Thus, one could think that the theorem is meaningless. Fortunately, in several cases, the structure of the net provides enough information to determine whether these properties are held or can be dropped. Then, the next theorem becomes useful. Proof: Since nonmeasurable place a transition firing sequence with the property that the number of firings of without firing is bigger than will eventually be fired and . At this marking, the conservative marking law fulfilling can be used to know the actual marking of all places also contained in this law. This is true, because when occurs, and also contained in the conservative law. As the IPN is event detectable, then any future firing of each transition can be computed, allowing that the actual marking in previous places be computed in any future situation. Now, since the IPN is cyclic, bounded, and live, the initial marking will eventually be reached again (after the firing of a sequence ), and a new sequence with the property that the number of firings of without occurring , where is a nonmeasurable place, is bigger than will occur, and the same process will be applied to places contained in the new marking law. This procedure will be repeated until the actual marking of all nonmeasurable places is known. Hence, the whole marking of the net is known, and is marking detectable.
Although detectability depends on dynamic properties of the system, we observed that in some IPN subclasses, this property can be determined from the net structure, as the following corollary and theorem establish.
Corollary 15: Let be a live, strongly connected marked graph or state machine IPN where a is defined. If is event detectable, then is marking detectable.
Proof: It is known [19] that every live, strongly connected marked graph or state machine is cyclic and structurally bounded. Moreover, since the lower and upper marking bounds in all places are reached [19] , then the condition on the synchronic distance is held. Thus, these kinds of nets are marking detectable.
Moreover, for the free-choice [19] IPN subclass, the cyclicness property and the condition on the synchronic distance can be dropped.
Theorem 16: Let be a live, structurally bounded, and self-loop-free free-choice IPN, where the number of tokens inside each p-semiflow is known. If is event detectable, then it is marking detectable. Proof: Since is structurally bounded net, then every place of is contained in at least one p-semiflow and the number of tokens inside each p-semiflow is known, then the set of p-semiflows forms a . The can be arranged in a matrix fashion as follows:
where is the th p-semiflow. For each place , using (14) , the following marking can be computed:
i.e., the upper marking bound of place . Now, as [19, Th. 5.9] states that in live and bounded free-choice systems the upper marking bound of a place can be reached from any other reachable marking , then there exists a sequence (that can be detected because the IPN is event detectable) such that .
Since the initial marking is unknown, we propose the following algorithm to determine the marking of the IPN.
1) Build an estimated of the IPN marking. The initial value of is computed as follows:
if is a nonmeasurable place otherwise. (16) 2) The firing of transition removes tokens from a place and adds tokens to a place then, the estimated can be updated as follows: if otherwise.
(17) Since there exists such that then, when it is fired, the estimated marking for place , and the actual marking of place are equal, i.e., . Hence, the estimated and the actual marking will remain equal for any future transition firing, because of the computations of ) and the actual marking are the same. Moreover, when all places reach their upper marking bound, then the estimated will be equal to the actual marking . We can detect that the estimated is equal to actual marking when all equations in (14) are satisfied using the estimated values . Thus, is marking detectable.
V. CHARACTERIZATION OF OBSERVABLE SYSTEMS
In continuous systems, the classical observability definition deals with the possibility of finding out the system initial state in a finite time using only the knowledge of the system structure, input, and output. Extending this definition to DES we have the following definition.
Definition 17: An IPN is observable at steps iff $ , such that $ , and the information provided by , the output word generated by , a set of conservative marking laws , and the structure of the system are enough to compute . Note that if the actual marking and the firing sequence are computed in an IPN, then using the state (3), the initial marking can be computed. The following theorem formalizes this fact.
Theorem 18: Let be a cyclic, live, and bounded IPN where a is defined. If is event detectable and marking detectable, then is observable.
Proof: Since is event detectable and marking detectable, then there exists a fireable transition sequence and a marking such that , where and are known. In this case, can be computed, solving recursively the following set of equations:
where the terms are known. Moreover if the length of is not finite, then some t-semiflows can be Fig. 3 . The system and observer scheme.
"pumped" (in the sense of the pumping lemma of formal languages theory [21] ) from , getting a finite-length word. Finally, as can be computed using the knowledge of the input and output languages and the conservative marking laws, then the IPN is observable.
Corollary 19: Let be a cyclic, live, and bounded IPN where a is defined. If is event detectable and nonmeasurable place it holds that , then is observable. Corollary 20: Let be a self-loop-free, live, and structurally bounded free-choice (consequently, marked graphs and state machines) IPN, where the number of tokens inside each p-semiflow is known. If is event detectable, then it is observable.
VI. OBSERVER DESIGN
The adopted observer scheme is the widely known architecture depicted in Fig. 3 . Using this scheme, both the initial and actual markings (at some instant) are determined. Note that the block is a correction term that depends on the output error: a new firing transition vector is computed in this block. Applications of this kind of observers in fault-tolerant systems or in full-state feedback controllers are discussed in [2] and [4] .
Definition 21: The system IPN model is (19) and the observer net is (20) Note that in the observer all transitions are controllable and measurable, and all places are measurable. The state equation of the IPN system is (21) and the state equation of the net observer is (22) The number of places in the observer is the same as the number of places of the IPN DES model, however, must be computed to determine the observer structure.
can be computed using the observation error (23) It is easy to see that the error can be expressed as the difference equation (24) To make the marking of the observer equal to the marking of the system, special values must be assigned to . The next proposition states sufficient conditions to perform this task.
Proposition 22: Let and be the system and observer IPN, respectively. Let be the Parikh vector of the fired transition sequence in . If such that and , then the error is equal to zero.
Proof: Since such that and , then introducing these expressions in (24)
. Since reduces the observation error to zero, then the observer state equation can be rewritten as (25) Now, since depends only on , it is not necessary to maintain two subscripts, so the observer structure is defined as follows.
Definition 23: The observer net has the state equation (26) Note that the observer is a copy of the system IPN model with some extra transitions defined in . To guarantee that , and must be computed adequately. The next proposition states how to compute and later will be analyzed.
Proposition 24: Let be an event-detectable IPN, then can be computed to be equal to .
Proof: Since is an event-detectable IPN, then any firing transition sequence can be detected. Hence, the sequence such that can be detected and can be assigned to .
The computation of is more elaborate because it is related to the initial error over all the system-observer pairs, and only the error over measurable places is known. This problem can be solved when a is known and the following special initial marking is given to the observer.
Definition 25: Let be an IPN model of a system and be its observer IPN, where a is defined. The initial ad- Using this initial admissible marking, by the monotonicity lemma [19] , if is an enabled transition in the system, then it is enabled in the observer. Since the observer has more tokens than the system, one way to eliminate these tokens is adding one output transition to each place in the observer and firing this output transition at the appropriate moment. is devoted to performing this task and it is defined as follows.
Definition 26: Let be an observer net. is an incidence matrix such that and , . is a matrix (a PN incidence matrix) representing the fact that one output transition is added to each place of and is the firing vector of these transitions. Let us define as follows.
Definition 27: Let be the system IPN model where a is defined, and let be the observer net of . Then is defined as
where if is nonmeasurable if is measurable. Thepreviousdefinitionstatesthatwhenthenumberof tokensin anobserverplaceisgreaterthanitsboundorthemarkingofthecorresponding measurable place in the system, then the added output transition must be fired, eliminating the exceeding tokens.
Notice that when two or more transitions are enabled in , they can be fired in any order, since they are not in conflict. Thus, any sequence such that can be used to eliminate the exceeding tokens in the observer.
Using , the error will eventually be cancelled. Since it is not evident to see that there exists such that , the remainder of this section is devoted to proving it.
Lemma 28: Let be a system and be an observer with an initial marking as stated in Definition 25. If the same transition sequence is fired in both IPNs, then the marking is always greater than or equal to the marking of (i.e., ). Proof: With the initial marking , where . Then, any enabled transition in is also enabled in (by the monotonicity [19] ). If the same transition is fired in and in , then the markings and are reached in and , respectively, and . The same procedure can be performed for all reachable markings. Now, a more elaborate firing input word will be given to the net. The same input word will be fired in both the system and to the observer nets. Afterwards, will be applied to the observer to eliminate the exceeding tokens.
Lemma 29: Let be a system and be an observer with an initial marking as defined in Lemma 25. If the transi-tion sequence is fired in and the transition sequence is fired in , then the marking is always greater than or equal to the marking of (i.e., ). Proof: Again, the observer initial marking is , where . When the same transition is fired in both nets, the reached marking in the system is and in the observer is . Then will be fired and several tokens will be removed, but note that, at most, tokens can be removed in , since is the actual marking and it never is bigger than the marking bound. Assume that tokens are removed so , i.e., . For convenience, the subindex of previous marking will be renamed to one, i.e., . Since , . The same procedure can be performed after any transition firing, and then . Note that one result of previous lemma states that if the transition is fired in , then the transition sequence is also a fireable transition sequence in the observer. Now, the next theorem uses previous lemmas to state that the observer structure and firing sequence can be used to estimate the system marking. , where . Notice that for any measurable place, the initial marking in the observer is equal to the initial marking in the system, then corresponds to nonmeasurable places. Let be a measurable place in the system such that and that fires in the system. Then also fires in the observer. Since this transition adds/removes the same tokens in both nets, then . Thus, the observation error over measurable places is always zero.
Let be a nonmeasurable place, assume that and . The th error is . When is fired in the system, then the following cases are possible.
1) If is fired, then and are reached in and , respectively. Two cases must be considered: a) If then (by the Fig. 4 . IPN observer of the system depicted in Fig. 2 Example 31: Consider again the IPN model for the producerconsumer scheme described in Example 7. Fig. 4 shows the IPN observer for the system considered in Example 7. Note that (6) and (7) form a and that the IPN model for this system is a free-choice net. Moreover, from the , it can be established that . Since and are measurable, the computed observer initial marking is . By Theorem 16, this system is observable.
Assume, for instance, that is fired in the system, then the system marking becomes (28) Since the system is event detectable and can be fired in the observer, then firing in the observer, the following marking is reached: (29) This marking exceeds the value of the bound , so must be fired and the observer marking becomes then the observation error is reduced again. This procedure can be repeated until the observation error is zero and the marking in the observer is equal to the marking in the system. Note that if the transition sequence fires in and the computed sequence fires in , then the observer marking becomes equal to the system marking, however, it must occur for any large enough fireable transition sequence of .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper studied the observability of DES modeled by IPN. Based on this formal tool, an observability definition that considers the input and output languages and the structure of the IPN was introduced. This definition is an extension to previous ones because it relaxes several hypotheses, such as binarity or fully controllable IPN. Related to this definition, a novel observability characterization based on event-and marking-detectability properties for IPN were presented. For nets belonging to the free-choice subclass, these properties depend on the structure of the net, thus, the observability in free-choice nets is a structural property; for larger IPN classes, this property depends on the synchronic distance between transitions. Finally, a methodology to design asymptotic observers for event-and marking-detectable IPN was presented. Since both the system and the proposed asymptotic observer are represented by IPN, then all analysis techniques of PN can be used in further studies.
For the time being, new classes of IPN and conservative marking laws are analyzed; for example, the case when the IPN is not event detectable, but it is possible to determine which transition is being fired using more general conservative marking laws. Another topic that is being addressed is the application of these results to fault-tolerant systems and to full-state feedback controllers.
